. In addition, some of the newer developments in near wall turbulence modeling will be made use of [10] . An overview of the model's performance in a variety of test cases will be provided along with a brief discussion of needed future directions of research.
The General Model
Our analysis will be based on the governing equations of motion for an ideal gas which, neglecting body forces and bulk viscosity effects, are as follows:
Contin'uit_l Op 0-7+ (pu,),,= 0 (i) Momentum o(p=,) 2 + (p_',_',),J = -p,,-_(#_',J),, +b'(_<J+ =J,,)],_
(2)
where p = pRT given that _ is the Favre average which is defined as -T is)
As in the traditional studies of compressible Reynolds stress modeling, both (6) and (7) will be used. where u i =_ -p'u_/-_ is the turbulent mass flux, ' ' p Ui, i is the pressure-dilatation correlation, and " "
_'ij = ui uj Q, = -"pt,_ui"""_ 
Gradient transport models are used for these quantities in the following form [11] (22) 
where __ 1- Finally, it should be noted that for many practical applications to supersonic flows, it is 1 more convenient to integrate the total energy equation for E -C_T + _uiu_ rather than the thermal energy equation (11) . This equation takes the form
where the energy flux is given by
,,-¢*i + rq_2j + -_u_ujuj and the other correlations in (36) are modeled as previously described.
(36) (37)
Applications of the Model
The first application to be considered is the decay of compressible isotropic turbulence with no mean dilatation (i.e., all components of fi,,j are zero (45) M_e,
In Figure 4 The next problem that we will consider is the plane supersonic mixing layer.
In this problem, a supersonic stream mixes with a subsonic stream downstream of a splitter plate (see Figure  5 ). The calculations that we will present are an extension of those conducted 
d-7= C6 UI+
where 6 is the thickness of the shear layer and a is the local speed of sound.
(47)
In Figure   6 , [ls,19]). 
